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Abstract — this work proposes a totally new sorting algorithm named as SSGM Sort. This sorting algorithm not only breaches lower bounds of time complexity but minimizes other requirements also like Space Complexity, Adaptive, Structural Complexity, Processor complexity etc.

SSGM Sorting Algorithm is in-place sequential algorithm which exhibits \(O(n \log n)\) comparisons in worst case, \(O(n)\) comparisons in best case, \(O(n \log \log n)\) in average case which is ultimately breaching the limits of \(\Omega (n \log n)\) explicitly. Other requirements are also minimized as space complexity is \(O(1)\) in all the cases. The time complexity of \(O(n \log n)\) with space complexity of \(O(1)\) together is not achieved by any other algorithm. Here SSGM sorting algorithm uses simple array movements with itself, so we need not to maintain any other complicated data structure. SSGM Sorting rather sets an upper bound of \(O(n \log n)\).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the development of computers, rather since the inception of mathematics sorting has been a major topic of discussion and development. Efforts have been made to reduce resources required to sort a sequence, due to its importance in other data processing components. Sorting is still constitutes major part of complexity of Operating System Routines, Database Management System Procedures, Transactions and Processes, Networking Routines and Processes, Machine Learning Artificial Intelligence.

Due to the importance of Sorting Algorithms here is an effort to further reduce the complexities of the Sorting with the introduction of SSGM Sorting method. Here not only proposed a method but presented a comparative analysis of SSGM method with other sorting algorithms which were considered optimized so far. This work further extended efforts to implement SSGM Sort in C++ as part of this article.

II. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Proposed Sorting Algorithm SSGM_Sort is proved using asymptotic complexity analysis. Thus the complexity achieved for SSGM_Sort is then tested against Modified Lower Bound theorem. Thus SSGM_Sort has been found the most optimized one. It has even been found better than Merge and Heap Sort.

III. A COMPARATIVE ANALYTICAL REVIEW OF SEQUENTIAL SORTING ALGORITHMS AND SSGM SORT

Lower Bound theorem states that “Any Comparison based Sorting algorithm will take at least \(\Omega (n \log n)\) Comparisons”. Merge Sort and Heap Sort are found to be optimized one based on this theorem[1][2][3][4][5] but here proposed SSGM Sort which is even more efficient then lower bounds. Following table shows a comparative analysis of sorting algorithms [6]. This table clearly reflects that SSGM Sort is the optimized most. It achieves the lower bounds without any trade off at the cost of memory, processor, structure on anything else. SSGM_Sort even found the most optimized one which is fit for even Modified Lower Bound Theorem [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Worst Case Time Complexity</th>
<th>Worst Case Space Complexity</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th>Structural Complexity</th>
<th>Processor Complexity</th>
<th>Tradeoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Sort</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Already Poor time complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Sort</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Already Poor time complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Sort</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Link List</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Already Poor time complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Sort</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Already Poor time complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge Sort[7][8]</td>
<td>(\theta (n \log n))</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Trade off is Space Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>(\Omega (n \log n))</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>Trade off is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: Comparative Analysis of SSGM Sort with other Sorting methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sort[9]</th>
<th>Structural Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counting Sort[2]</td>
<td>For k&lt;&lt;n and for integers only. Not Generalized for others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(n+k) If k&gt;&gt;n then O(n+k)&gt;O(n^2) or even higher.</td>
<td>O(k) No Array O(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSGM Sort (Proposed in this Paper)</td>
<td>Achieved Lower Bound Without and Tradeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(n log n) Breaching lower bound of Ω (n log n)</td>
<td>O(1) Yes Array O(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks
- SSGM is best in this segment.
- SSGM is best in this segment.
- SSGM is best in this segment.
- SSGM is best in this segment.
- SSGM is a new breakthrough in comparison based sorting.

Although there are GPU, Co-Processor and multi processor based algorithms [10][11] but these are out of scope of this work, as here in this work sequential comparisons are analyzed. We always have opportunity to make an parallel version of these algorithms more time saving and use it implement it even to solve larger problems such as image analysis and medical diagnosis[12][13]. SSGM Sort rather adheres to Modified Lower Bound theorem which also addresses other key issues of sorting [1]

IV. THE SSGM SORT: A VISUAL DEMO OF SSGM SORT

SSGM Sort is based on the principle that an array which has n elements is partly sorted starting from first element to (i-1)th element. So to sort ith element FindPosition() will take only O(log i-1) time to discover new position of ith element using modified binary search. Here binary search is modified in such a way so that it returns the expected position of the key which is being searched. If binary search founds equal value then it returns same position immediately. Thus in worst case where all the values are unique this modified binary search will take O(log n) time and in best case where large number of duplicate values exists it takes O(1) time. Thus overall in place SSGM Sort will take at most O(n log n) time in worst case and O(n) time in best case. Following table demonstrates how the SSGM Sort, Sorts the sequence. To demonstrate it is trying to show that how the index position 6\textsuperscript{th} is sorted once the previous positions are sorted.
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1. **First Comparison 0 to i-1 (That is 0 to 5) initially lower=0 and upper=5**

2. **Second Comparison from lower (that is 0) to upper (that is 1). upper shifted to mid-1 (that is 2-1=1)**

3. **Third Comparison lower to upper (that 0 to 0) as upper shifted further to mid-1. So upper=1-1=0.**
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4. Now value 9 will be inserted at index position 2.

5. Values after index position will be shifted using a series of swaps till ith position.

6. Finally 7th element (i = 6) is sorted.

Table 2: Demo of SSGM Sort to sort element at 6th index position (7th element)

V. THE SSGM SORT: AN IMPLEMENTATION OF SSGM SORT IN C++ PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Following is the code in C++ to implement SSGM Sort. Here the main() is also given to demonstrate the call to SSGM Sort. The way here SSGM Sort implemented is given such that it can be used as library function.

Algorithm 1: C++ Code to implement SSGM Sort

Input: An Array of size n which has unsorted values.
Output: Array has sorted sequence

1. ```
   #include<iostream.h>
   ```
2. ```
   #include<conio.h>
   ```
3. ```
   int FindPosition(int key, int *a, int lower, int upper); //finds position of key in array a[] from a[lower]
   ```
4. ```
   void placement(int i, int position, int *a);                  //simply inserts ith element at position in array a[]
   ```
5. ```
   void SSGMSort(int *a, int size);                               /*Sorting module */
   ```
6. ```
   void main(){                                                             //To demonstrate main() calls SSGMSort()
   ```
7. ```
   clrscr();
   ```
8. ```
   int a[]={13,200,135,4,350,260,170,580,18,27,437,2000,910,31000,111,5298};
   ```
9. ```
   int i,size=16;
   ```
10. SSGMSort(a,16);
11. for(i=0;i<size;i++)
12. 
13.    cout<<a[i]<<endl;
14. 
15. }
16. void SSGMSort(int *a, int size){
17.    int position,i;
18. for(i=1;i<size;i++)
19.    position=FindPosition(a[i],a,0,i-1); // find position of ith element in array which is
   // already sorted from 0 to i-1
20.    //takes O(log i-1) Comparisons and O(1) space.
21.    placement(i,position,a); //place ith element at positionth position in array a[ ]
22. }
23. }
24. int FindPosition(int key, int *a, int lower, int upper){
25.    int mid, position;
26.    while(lower!=upper){
27.        mid=(lower+upper)/2;
28.        if(a[mid]==key)
29.            return mid;
30.        else if(a[mid]>key)
31.            upper= mid-1;
32.        else
33.            lower=mid+1;
34.    }
35.    if(a[lower]<key) return lower+1;
36.    else return lower;
37. }
38. void placement(int i, int position, int *a){
39.    int j,temp;
40.    for(j=position;j<i;j++)
41. 
42.        temp=a[i];
43.        a[i]=a[j];
44.        a[j]=temp;
45.    }

VI. RESULTS: SSGMSORT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Here SSGM Sort is analyzed based on the standard Mathematical Proof for sorting algorithm analysis based on various parameters as given here:

(A) Space Complexity: As shown in the C++ implementation it is clear that SSGM Sort is in place sorting method which takes O(1) space. It is best among all those sorting methods which are considered optimized one and achieved lower bounds for example Merge Sort and Heap Sort. Merge Sort and Heap Sort does give lower bounds but at the cost of space and structural complexity.
Figure 1: Comparison of Space complexity of SSGM Sort with Heap Sort and Merge Sort.

(B) Time Complexity: As mathematical analysis of C++ implementation of SSGM Sort states that there are two parts in analysis. First Binary Search based position search that is already proved to take O(log n) time [1] and this process is repeated i number of times. Son following are the observations:

a. Worst case complexity is O(n log n) which is better than lower bound of comparison based sorting algorithms that is Ω (n log n). Here worst case is a sequence with unique values only.

b. Best case time Complexity of SSGM Sort is O(n) which lower than even Merge Sort and Heap Sort. The Best Case for SSGM Sort is a sequence which has large number of duplicate values as it happens in large data sets. Here Best case is a sequence with sparsely speeded duplicate values.

c. Average Case complexity of SSGM Sort is O(n log √n) which is far better than Merge Sort and Heap Sort.

Figure 2: Comparison of Time Complexity of SSGM Sort with Other Algorithms

(C) Adaptive: SSGM Sort is adaptive as the new element can be inserted without reinitializing the sorting process from beginning. The new element just need to find out its position and get inserted.

(D) Structural Complexity: it is an in place array based sorting method. It does not involve any other complicated data structure maintenance.

VII. CONCLUSION

The SSGM Sort is fastest and Space efficient most sorting algorithm. Its time complexity is O(n log n) in worst case and O(1) space. This much efficacy is not even achieved by Merge Sort or Heap Sort. It is very simple and straight also and does not has any hidden complexity due to underlying data structure. SSGM sort has been proved to be adaptive also. Thus SSGM Sort is the optimized most sequential comparison based sorting algorithm so far.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
To implement SSGM Sort in many other languages so that advantages of SSGM Sort can be utilized in other paradigms and applications also. Further a dynamic SSGM Sort version will also be worked upon so that it will be easy to apply in all the cases. SSGM Sort can also be extended for nonnumeric object oriented comparisons.
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